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Enchanting young angels with perfect figures. No pubic hair detracts from theaesthetics. These girls

bodies are immaculately beautiful and smooth, radiant, angelicand romantically dreamy. Alas! If only

we too could be this young again.
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Sweet Shaven Angels is one of those rare publications that really stands out from the rest of its

kind. It's more than a collection of glamour nudes with its subjects shaved smooth as its title might

imply. It's artistic testimony to the electrifying sensuality of the exotic, female form.Yes, Russian

photographer Mikhail Paramonov populates his work here with youthful, angelic-looking girls, and

yes, their legs, labias, armpits, etc, are indeed shaved smooth. But Sweet Shaven Angels

trenscends its genre (and becomes one of the must-have books to purchase this year) for three

main reasons: First, Paramonov's female subjects here are an extraordinary selection of

breathtakingly beautiful, exotic-looking, fresh faced, youthful, all-natural and non-tattooed young

women. The qualities of 'sweet' and 'angelic' appear to be extremely accurate. Second,

Paramonov's photography is outstanding. His compositions, vibrant color, and svelte tonal qualities

are simply astounding. The landscape format of the book itself is quite unique too and serves to

empower the images showcased within. Finally, Paramonov manages to intertwine his subjects'

appealingly sweet, angelic demeanor with a powerful element of eroticism without venturing into



explicit sexuality. Viewers are made privy to every inch of his subjects silky, naked forms but it's

their creamy smooth genitalia that command attention in many of the compositions. And Paramonov

does so in such a way as to not appear overly obvious or impudent. So, although this work in not

definitively sexual, it is unabashedly sensual.

Paramonmov has created an enticing collection of young, attractive models. The appear in studio

settings, bedrooms, and a huge range of outdoor scenes, including a chilly-looking snsowscape.

Each appears singly, and most get two to four two-page spread, but could certainly hold a viewer's

attention for much more than that. Most of them appear at least partially clothed in some of their

pictures, but all are completely bare under that. Although I like the clean-shaven look, I'm not

fanatical about it. It does, however, make it clear that vulvae are not only attractive in themselves,

but are the one feature that differs most from one woman to the next. Despite a common look to

these models - mostly Eurpoean, twentyish, slim, and rosy-cheeked - each presents intimate details

unique to herself.These aren't the artiest or most challenging nudes. They're just lovely young ladies

cheerfully sharing their beauty. That happy spirit matters to me, and makes this a delightful

collection.-- wiredweird

The contents of this book are just what you'd expect given the title, and the models are all at least

moderately attractive (and most I would say are very much so). The photos here are similar to those

in the Pink Pussy and Pussy Power series, and if you're looking for nude photos of totally shaved

women, I definitely recommend this book.

I found this collection of nudes like a modern day David Hamilton.the binding and heavy paper used

in the printing of this book to be of the highest quality and the young ladies photographed have a

very open and free expressive attitude about their bodies.ithink the younger generation today won't

have half the sexual hangups and guilt that previous generations have had.

What a wonderful book! A beautiful publication featuring a compact high quality hard cover.The

photos inside are exquisite. The photographer has captured each of the models in a way in which

their natural beauty is breathtaking - highly recommended!

this guy is amazing or should i say the subjects that he is working with very happy with this

purchase the best so far



quality production with great photography and vaied use of very natural looking beautiful ladies shot

both in inside and outside locations in natural looking and at times playful poses.all the women are

very attractive and a good variety of looks and settings they are filmed in. even though images are

explicit they look natural and not naked pussy shots just for the sake of it.recommend

Just a beautiful book of female full frontal nudes! Very tasteful, artistic, and visually satisfying! I

really got my monies worth with this photo book!
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